
12h9 Hi Point Street 
‘Los Angeles, Galife 90035 
June 19, 1967 

Mre Lesiie Midgley 
C85 Television News 

51 West 52nd Street 
New York, Ne¥e 10019 

Tear Mre Midgley: 

a am welting to you fon two reasons; (1) in the hope, however slain; 
that my lebler may have some positive influence on the value of the 
frie ming CBS four-part program regarding the assasSination of Presi- 
ent Kennedy; a8 (2) to vecopds prior to the shoringss an of 

points-<snd one in parbiculer-sshich.I believe to be rel 

As Fou know 5 } Ys gee Richter ; 2 css own! T7ESa ass 

you in this work, interviewed me at length 
. regarding wy areas oF Snberost in the casee 

deys earlier to arrange the intervier, I tol 
to cooperate -- my impression was that CBS was preparine an impressive 

Fah ppearings expertly construched dy bub nonetheless grossiy bigsed soucy 

whose purpose was to resurrect the widely discvedited basic conclusions 
of the Warren Report. Although this Spink on was tentative, and one 
vhich I sincerely hoped (and still do ) would prove incorrect, it was 
not based on prejudice, : 

As a result of the May 22 interview in Boston, copies of numerous 

photographs in which Mr. Richter had expressed interest were made availe= 
able to CBS ° 

The following Monday, May 29, Iwas in New York and 1 

get your reaction ® the miteriel. You informed me th 

gone over 4% with you in det 
specifically, that you f Can 

enlargements from the Mary Moorman photograph (this, of cow 
President Kermedy's car in the 

Ts 
med 

photosraph vhich shows 

the grassy knoll area in the background. 
the time of the head shot, at Zapruder 313). - 
to havé me mset with you in your offiee that 

* 
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In your office I went 
man-<like images in the Moorman photo; with particular 
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ig 
ae 

jes 3 

PSS s is the 

foresro 

through the various enlargements of the several 

sion given ari 
Tis f aut 

% Some indication of the objectivity and purpose of the CBS effort was given 
column in the Boston Traveler, April 195 1967 by Television 

Reporting. on the project, she said: 

A most unusual television experiment is taking place 
the prepegration of a documentary on another look at 

Report -» thich may never be telecaste 

Editor Eleanor 

tome at CBS Nex 

1oned you to 

re Fichter had 

ail, that you sar nothing significant in ibs 

ailed to observe the renelike images in the 

ate 

ounds and 

was; taken at approximately 
Nevertn neless; you agreed 

moon e 

Robert oS @ 

the Warren Commission 

Camera crews are fanning out ali over 

the country -= one was in Framingham last week -- develope ng maveriel for the 
Stee 
ov ne Licht on i th me eSt “news special, But unless it sheds n 

SRLS: eit of those who criticige it -=- it my never be 
et ti ee ae 

aired; a ace Tl Chante NY 

23 ¢ibhe 
exs 

Spokesren revealeds « © e 
EO air the docinettary by mid-June" the CBS News 
playing it by ear until all the films are in", 

While declining to name the "G35 spokesmen" who gave her thi 
said her source had invariably proven reliable in the paste 

COKE Cl ubive Said, 

is informati ion ns 

“If we geb something new and constructive, we hor 
"Bub We iro 

Mes. Roberts
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e referred to as #2 and #5. As I showed these to you, one at a 
Lime, you said you saw nothing, that is; nothing that looked to you 
dike a ran, Berey syers then we came to a particular enlargement of image 
#5 (the same one Seen on the enclosed photo=-display He cas the largest 
Stage of bdlowup from the Moorman photo), you immediately said, when 
asked if you saw anything; "Yes, hat's the mn who shot Meredith". 

Since I believe this ass and is, extremely sig= reaction of yours w 
nificant, you will understand that I feel it NECessary to record the 
circumstancedas fully as possible, Over two years a%05 while examining 

photograph, David Lifton discorer the Seyetae ce images tre Moorman ed 
behind the wall end/or fence 6n the grassy knol a He contacted ms; 

knoring of my interest in the c,Se, and she sted me what he had found. 
We then arranged to have enlargements mad In our opinion, the clearest 

image Was 
the wall 

the one referred we as #5; to ce ind 
and near the pergola structure. 

in the photo; beh 

Of this imace; I found the ex eee which m 

discern most x was the one labelisd 15a Ghich was included in 

packets of pho mailed almost tro years 2205 to several dozen indie . 
viduals avound the country includins 0 7 yolleknown CBS Ness per somnele} 
It was this particular enlargrent of £5 man that vou im nediately reacted 
to by erroneously identifying him as ". . « the man who shot Meredith’ 

most people could 
readil 

tayes 
Cos 

Your reaction was understandable. Last year 
photograph first appeared showing James Meredith 
Sippi roadvey after having been 

yr, when the now-famous 

sprawled on a Missis= 
shoteimmmed fron " anbgch » Ll was struck ty 

me similarity in appearance of his assailant, clearly visibie in the 
foliage, and that of the 45 man from the Moorman photo as Seen in the 
Specific enlarrcersnt rwentioned. Ne do not mean that I ever took them 
to be the same Tans but only thatthe two faces, obviously photographed 

under symevhat similar licnbine cbnaiti ons, and both a against mottled 
backgrounds, appeared so similar th: hatt believed the image in the Meredith 
picture lent further (though mmecessixy) credence to the validity of 
image #5 as a human figure. 

To illustrate this point to others, I did the folloring: 

1. I affixed a copy ofthe Meredith picture, with his assailant 
visible in the bushes to a blank sheet of white papere 

2e Ji then placed this sheet, with Meredith photo-side downs; over 

the enlargement mentioned3 and taped them together at the 
left side, so that the white sheet could be lifted and twmed 

page-fashione 

I then cut a rectangle (1-1/)" x 1-3/):") out of the white sheet, 
avoiding damage to the Meredith photo on the ara ide, so that 
with the sheet in place, the #5 man on the photo beneath it was 
Clearly framed in the rectangular opening. (only when the sheet 
was lifted and turned did the Meredith photo on its underside 
become visible, and only then could the comparison be made between 
the two FaceSe 

36 

_ Copies of these Photos were included in those requested for CBS by 
Mre Richter ard, it is obvious from your subsequent reaction in my presence-— 
as well as from your earlier acknowledgmentethat you had already studied the: 
materiale
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i A a a. : 4-24 theags 25 : PR eb teat 2 wi e) epeated previous ‘statements to the effect that you 
- BRS a, Re al wy ey “er ce 2 3 ao tee id be Sav noening 1m any of tne enlargements of the relevant areas in the 

T. - bee he a ~ se $e . Moorman photo that you would take to be a 
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mane On the contrary, it 
indicates unmistakably that you recognized the #5 image as a human 
figures that you almost certainly had done so when you studied it prior 
to our meeting, and that the comparison with the Meredith assailant at 
the time you originally saw-ib impressed you sufficienblysso tat vhen 
I subsequently shoved you the #5 man, aod not the Meredith assailant 's 

immediately sar him with such. clarity that you erroneously mistook you 
hi c
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bac ¢ A. RI. a5. $59) ae _ m for the Meredith assailant. 

A very understandable error. Bub one which would have been immos= 
Sible for you to meke had you not promptly recognized th 
human Digure, despite your earlier denials that you saw anything in 
the pictures that looked like a rene 

Nor is #5 the only compelling irege in the Moorman photo. You were 
aiso show #2, which can be seen in several stages of eElargemert in the 
mcLosed photo, Display #2. The validity of this image as a human ficure 

is strongly corroborated in the endlosed photos, Willis Noss 5 and 6. 
(As you know, these originally were 35 mn. color photos taken by Fhiliio 
Willis from the south side of Eim Street, towards Houston Streeb, and 
encompassed the grassy knoll area.) 

In Willis Noe 5, taken slightly more than six seconds pricy to the 
Moorman photos the white arrow points to a dark silhouette behind the 
well, consistent in appearance with the upper portion ofthuman figures 
and consistent in position with the #2 imeze seen in the Moorman photo 
taken a fev seconds later. 

Willis Noe 6 was taken several seconds after the Moorman photo = 
and therefore, shortly after the last shot — and you will note that 
the silhouette, which appeared in Willis Noe 5, and which appeared as 
#2 image shortly thereafter in the Moorman photos has disappeared by 
Willis Noe be | 

(it is ny opinion that corroboration in a separate photo is available 
also for Moorman #5 man3 although admittedly less compelling than that 
furnished for Moorman #2 by the silhouette in Willis Noe 5. This corrcbo= 
rating imge for #5 man is vistble, I believe, in the Nix frame presented 
in Esquire of December, 866, and also,in color, in SateHve. Post; Jarmuary lh, 
31967e These of course are from the Orville Nix 8 mms color movie Film, 
Although no frame nurbers are noted in these two sources, I estimate the 
subject photo to be Nix frame 18).* 

* This Nix frame was included in the Nix film analyged by Itek, in which, after a costly 
Study which they say occupied thirty men for dixty days, they concluded that the so= 
called "man on the station wagon" was only a light~and=shadowr pattern. (this pattern 
appears behind the fence on the knoll, but at a different location from my claimed ’ 
corroborating image for Moorman #5 man in the same Nix photo). I phoned Itek from Boston 
the morning efter the story of their findings broke on radio and television (May 18, 
I believe). i spoke to a Mr. Hall, and informed him that I was inclined to agree with 

their conclusion about the "station-wagon man" (indeed, I am not aware of any critic: 
who has stated publicly a belief that this imege was a men, nor did I personally ever 

place credence in its validity). I also informed him that I, as do numergus others > 
had photoes in my possession, including the subject Nix photo, waich convain far m 

(footnote cont'd) 
-
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wedible images than the one they had so dilscently ar slyged$ that at least one of these 

ay = Tm ETS fie eo Sead ae a P28 Dey ges Smeages was so clear (Moorman 45 men) that I felt confides upor bh 18 
aoa a sane f = a valid human fimere$ arid that since Iwas only thir why “pes murbes : 

frvon their of ices; I would be ha tc shor the pictures to them. Mr. Hall voiced cone 
Si. scratle 4 interests and said he would check wit G <A 

i received no return cali. . 

hee 

Upen cere study of #5 ran, it would appear that he is youngishs 
baldings ov blond headed, prominent ears, of medium-crelignter sonal His 
Shirt es» open at the collar -= is white co light-colored, as can be seen 

ance of the right point cf his coller which is cle: celly visible. 
wearing a Sveaterelike garment of darker shades He is 

ee: 2 

ro ane 32, FUERA from the appe 

cy ony =e ms a ¢ EIN pty Tey he wall from the lower chest upe He a 
7 5 

He appears to 
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Visi bi oe aD IF eS & 23 

Dente PN 5 eC es AE imeem aS oe ; ; 5 ee ea retm i0 igs ae - a straisht lengthy object betreen his hands, and his right elbovr is crooked 
a we ey “> 4 S op? “pe as eae ia -3 te > Pa 3 <7 ana extended sharply to his right. If the "straight chject" were a rifles 

G a * 2 ied sie eel is eg Seat he 2.9 2 i copes not appear to be held in firing pesition at the instant of this 
gt POs 

SAS ore : Og canton? is This #5 image appears so irrefwbabiy clear as to make further core 
roboretion of its validity unnecessary, although cbviously not clear 

enough to make an identification with any given persone 

Tne 72 image in the Moorman photo appears to be a man of husky or 
heavy build, visible above the wall from the midechest Ups Facial char 
acteristics are not distinguishable. A straight, dark object appears 
to be extending over’ he oy pointed in the direction of the Pre Sident's 
car, If this “object” wer 2a firearms, its appearance suggests it is being 
held in firing destiion, 

What is the stgnificance of these two imees? First, there is no 
need to detail at length that of which you are already aware3 thas, 
regarding the grassy Imoll area, numerous witnesses testiftied or repo ted 
that they heard shots, and/or sar smoke, and/or sar some type of activity 
at the time of the shots, or immediately theresfter. Ab least one wite 
ness who dashed to the subject area; Officer JM, Smith, + vas reported to 
have srelled gunsmoke in the parking area behind the fence (Texas Observer s 
Decetber 13, 163) (the wind was blaring in a direction ineonsisfen’ with 
its having carried gunsmke from the Book epowsteny window to the knoll 
area, hundreds of feet mray)e 

Adso, you are well aware that the Zapruder film strongly indicates = 
many would says proves conclusively -= that the bullet which hurled Presi-~ 
dent Kennedy's head back and to his left immediately after the 313—31) 
head-shot had to come from the direction of the kmolle With this evidence 
in mind, photographic proof of the presence of unidentified men -= or even 
one man == half-hidden behind the wall or fence at the time of the shooting, 
mist be considered significant; even if they did not appear to be holding 
straight dbjectse — 

Who can they be? Hardly a likely vantage point for spectators, espe= 

cially since the crowf watching the motorcade was relatively thin by that 
pointe A spectator could certainly be expected to mve availed himself of 
a more advantageous viewing positions closer to the streete Nor does a 

scrutiny of the Warren Report and the twenty-six volumes reveal that any 
men were stationed behind the wall or fence in an official capacnty’s 

whether Secret Service, FEI; or Dallas Police.



‘ 
(in response to an inquiry as to the "rumor" thatren were seen secreted 

behind the wall just pricr to the shootings Yierren Commission senior 
counsel Joseph Ball sbateds oko 8 

MIn ansyer to your questions I heve heard of speculation that 
there were men secreted behind the wall on the grassy knoll 
just before shooting of the President, but I have found no 

evidence to sepport such a claim". ue : SO A Ae a ron 

Earlier, at a televised pre ss Angeles; Pebrusiy 275 
1965), when responding to a question as to th 

b 

soucce of shots, Kr. Pall said 
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2 he investigation of which I 

oreo Sot ge se his conriction thet all the shots 

ral Osa 

est aml, as evidence that no shot Sioame from ‘besind the wall or fence 5 

were no people theré. Most of the people were dow 
s: Pretest cs camer s ERD Sig 

Sching the “perads > and he ‘had a . good View of 16", 

S 

UThere. was a witness that was above that erassy knoll, in a towere o eo 
o be i 

s 

What. ererges, then, is the following: 

le AG least two mens, and certainly no less than one, are visible 
an the Poormyn eee Bray | half-nidden oe ind the wall on the 

cS 

gressy knoll at the time of the final sh 

2e They both appear to be holding straight objects, one of which 
(#2%s) appears pointed at President Konaea: ° 

3e Strong correboration for #2 appears in a separate photo Q(fillis Noe 5) 
taken by another person from a different anclle3 and the image 
disappears shortly after the shots (Willis No. 6) 

. for #5 TaNs 
he Some corroboration/“aithough less convincing then that in a 

appears in film taken by a third photographer (ix; frame 18 

Se There is no indication that these mn were knorm to the Warren 
Commission, and the presence of men behind the wali is denied 

oy by counsel Joseph Balle 

Need it be stated that = thorough examination and presentation of 
this question must be included in any inquiry that purports to determine 
the facts of Norenber 22, 1963? 

Need it be stated that CBS cbviously has all the technical means to 
present the. a of these men (admittedly; far from whet wovld normally 
be considered good _viering quality) so that they are shown with masxcimun 
possible clarity? * 

* If you so desire, I can furnish an earlier generation of Display #59 stow ing 

perhaps for 20% greater clarity.
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wing the Spoor £ Lo conbe ents of ae 
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Ss counker=ceit ics who at S lenst i 

ealing 7 aati the evidence «= as 
yoe of Cormission defenders, who 

a to the animal meblie character 

coe fe 4, en as ait —— , f Fee Some of these methods are as Ffolllors3 

is : fe ‘ A grossly divervent standerd is employed 
“ancnine conclusions of the Commission end those of its 

critics, Commission hypotheses are accepted if they can be 
shown to be merely ossib1es cvities®? hypotheses are rejected 

we nc OR eae ToT aad = 

unless they can be proven beyond shadow of doubt. 

f 

ee Sesieet iSiy, by such standards there are few propositions that 
89 2a 

Ss 

cammot be “proven" or "disproven"., deosending on t 
the cuanines) 

Lb sd 

26 tne Fumdrod-Hors 
er rg 

e Parley: The Commission's case is based on 
Te ac aeptance of 

ke! 

2 VER} lone ae of mere possibilities 5 
each of which see aes on imorobabi lity -= in many Cases, 
en extreme imprebability. ( The Commission and its defenders 

pagent not to otdce the formidable miltiplication of odds 
which acewmllase against them as they pile improbability wpon 
improbability in order to reach a pre-selected conclusicne a} 

3e The Selective Defenses Defenders gttempt to validate the Cor= 
mission's case by denonstreting ere often then not, incorrect]; iy) 

that this op that aliegats ont made by a critic is invalide 
(a corollary of this method is to ignore those allegations which 
the defender believes my be srrodaieb is). 

» 

(while 14 4s obviously levitinste to point out any misstate= 
ments made by the critics, this approach ignores the fact that 

the Commission's conclusions are based on a lengthy series of 
elements, ait of which must be sound for their case to remain 

intact. In this regard the Commission's case can be likened 

to a heavy weight, suspended from the rafters by a long chaine 
Once a single link is broken, the law of gravity will ignore 

the possibility that all the others were sound) 

he. <Abdaridon The Unterables This method involves the unabashed 
abandonment of a rmore<or-less erucial official proposition, 
and its replacement by a hopefully (for the defenders) more 
tenable one€e 

(this usually ocews after the vulnerability of a particular 

premise has been so widely acknowledged as to make its replace- 

ment mandatory; or when the adherence to a particular premise 

is widely understood to create wbearable Gitficulties for 
related official theories



ae wii Deterber 18 » 163, there was no public challenge to the 
Parkland doctors! deseription of the President's 

g ‘theori 
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as one of entry. <A nort of confiicting 
ously been pub forth e usually attributed to um: 
a Bind = ores iciol sources -="aexplainine” hes the President was struck 

= * 2.4 ae ey 

se n tie taroat by a bullet from the Texas: Scool Book Derosie» 
f. tory ek . The Sh, Louis Fost Disratch of Dee 18 %&° 

reported that the Secret Services a far days prior to the 
s ined a reversal from the Fa eee 

ral $ 
nd -> nex 

Crisinal view md 
lates wy PPOINTAaANCO rar a 33 ae Jide dGCEe VERS UY 2S QOSsors or > 

a ee Ja mnt +t acnieved by " «6 » e Shaving the 
meee oe, S = 
soribed as an autopsy report o oo " 

S05 from Dec 18 163 ons we were to believe that the eut= 
wed on the President on Nov 22 proved that the 

nvcat wound was an exit, end thet all esriiier stories to 
the contrary 3 often citing unnamed official sources, were 
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2. % at to be forzotben 
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bThirteen day ‘Ss after ti 
ov te ate py cule of de ne ~ 2 2 dent Kennedy, Poderat inves ee haee were “St: 

the crime on film todey e e e On 
Baise er Sass 

the President ould have réceived a bulle sous 
1a rifle in the 

Ook atter his car 
passed the puliaine © © © e One explanation a 
competen’s Source was that the Pre: siden’ had tw 

Ass Pient to wave and was struck at that momen “ie eo of 

Sm 

Sch OD “Poot - “Bes 

But we have been told that the autopsy on November 22 ze vealed 
that the throat wound was an exit, Why then were ined 
investigators", thirteen days 1s Tater » attempting to solv 

the "question" of a bene entry wound? And way did a 
"competent source" «= who, beyond reasonable doubb could 
only have been a federal source familiar with the autopsy 
findings on this point «- attempt to explain the dilemm by 
saying the President rorentar ay eposed his throat to the 
gunman ¥ while turning to wave? 

be Attormey General Ramsey Clark's statement in early March '67, 
that Glay Shaw had been thoroughly checked and cleared by 
the Fai shortly after the assassination, begged an obviously 

exbarressing question’ Wry was he checked at ali? 

The recard was "corrected® on June 35 167, with the jus- 
tice department's announcement that Atty. Gene Clark was 
in error, end that kr. Shar had not been investigated by the 
EBI after. 21 

Co A major stumbling plock to the Comission's version of the 7 
shooting was the limitation imposed by the 2.3-second minimms 
which the FBI experts determined was necessary betreen shots
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et the Mernia eee. ano rifle. This was "overcome® 

2 BeeCs television breadcsst on Jan 29, *67, when a 

Brssish Royal Marine reportedly fired wore rapidly, using 
a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle " 6 e « Similar to the type 
used by Osvraid". 

ry 

Tne £amovs Single Bullet Theory, vherein all the wounds 
inflicted on Governor Cormally end President Kennedy's 
exceoting those of the President's heads were Claimed to 
have been caused by a single shot. Tnis theory, whichyas 

not adopted unbid meny montas after thea ssassination, is 

at once the mostcrucial and most vulnerable of the Com= 
mission's hypotheses. Yebs, the Zaprudee film -= wmaided 
by much other avallabie evidence=~ proves beyond reasonable —- 

Ye ay sh 33 Psa cg © pple B93 eae . doe, fee Fs ws adovot that the tyo victims were not struck by the sare 
= Soret: 

bullet. 

Even Commission counsel Herman Redlich has correcbiy 
observe eds "To say they vere hit by separate bullets is 
Synonymous with saying there were to assgssins"_— Hozzty 
then, to abandon the clearly untenable single bullet 

theory, without scubbling the lone=assassin case? 

sree | - 3 Viet + le em eM Prof, Alexander Bickel to the resevei While rejecting 
‘ ar s 23 ee et Sea isiese ee the single bullet theory, he suggests. (Commentary, Oct \8346) 

BE) . > . a 

& faved earlies than Zapruder frame 210, the e first sh as 
e - = Ps ca e a pane ‘gh a . 

ivst Erame in which the President emerges ae onasa the 
Oox tree. Bickel ’ ; rickel sugzests he could have been shruck at 
185-1865 when the President became briefly visible G {18 seco) 
from the TSED window, thanks to a slight opening in the 
foliage of the trees 

Wishous considering the nur erous related difficulties 
raissd for the Commission b by this ingenious remedy, ib 
shovld be noted that aim nd shot would require the alleged 

assassin to aiisn his moving target in the crosshairs and 
squeeze off an accurate shod, all in 1/18 second (eranted 
that the gunman could have roughly followed his therget 
through the foliage till then). Such a proposition was 
evidcentiy considered by the F8I and the Warren Commission 
prior to the adoption of the single bullet theory3 but was 
apparently deemed too audacious. Those who would nov impress 
ait into service are apparel rbly unaware that, once adopted, 
the single bullet theory is almost impossiblé¥abandone 

Accepting (for the moment) that a bullet from the sixth~ 
floor window entered the back As the President's neck «= where 
the Commission says ib did$ than, descending through his necks 
excited at high speed from his Bae “Ogb3 where did it “0? in facts 

Arlen Specter, the author of the single bullet theory, cites 
this dilemm as the most ‘amortant factor leading to the 
adoption of his theoryo He states, (WSs News & World Repo Oct 10,166) 

t . e¢ © it was a theory reached after exhaustive study 
and analysis, largely because of the factor that whem 

the car was lined up e e e the bullet which went through
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this substantiated the iteory that the struck 

Governor Connel) tha - the perhaps more 
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other £ ies for the lone-assassin theory). 
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if a thorevgh oojective study cen accomplish that remarkable tasks 
well and good. J assumes of couse, that in addition to woods, you will 

nave test red bullets through bones$ specifically, a single billet 
through rib and wrist bones, to mech only the firsh requirerent of 
bullet 399-2 (I know you are avere that in tests conducted for the Con» 

7 ‘ey 

Dae) 

ate ae ke Pre, ABD pe, = = ES a Sy “ LY, . Hi ‘en rake missions a bullet fired through 25 cadaver wrist to simulate the Govervon's 

wrist wound produced Gorms Exe 8565; a thoroughly mangled 6.5 mm. bullet). 

I assume that you will heave also carefully considered the questicn 
ef the metal freements lef Oy 3995 which yhen sae ce Bas eset Seems 

of 399, to preduce a weight in excess of the 1 
bullet (FSI firearms expert Freaz gier has tes wifieds Maeva aid a neces 
essarily have to be any weigt loss to the bullet e 6 6 ") 
Sle ei eh a 

I assume you have thoroughly investigated hor prob oable it ray have 
been for this bullst to have infliched -z ii the wounds ate pabubed to its 

then fall owt of a wound in the Gov ernceis leg after depositing a frage 
ment in his feraw, and yet remain tobtelly free of ary blood or tissues 

I assume you here weighed all the pertinemt testimony of the Com:se 
sion's omn experts, none of whom can nee Said to have supported its miltie 
faceted conclusion regarding CoE. 399; and rost of whom contr 

i assume you have confronted and will adequately explain all the 
other major questi ons about this crucial piece of evidences raised in 

various critical articles, including my om monograph, "The Bastard Bullet, 
a copy of which was sent to Sita associate, lr, Bernard Birnbaim, aprroi= 
rately tro months ago ab his requeste 

AVL these assumptions, of course, are based on one additicnal 
assumption, one that I have diready indicated I cannot presently accept 

wath confidence: that it was the intertion of C8S to discover and 
eserr basi acwal facts’of the assassinations no matter what concl te 

sions those facts may lead toe 

The terrible event which occurred on November 22, 1943 affected 
all Americans, and countless millions around the yvorld. Yet, no sooner



hed the & MIMiSSion issued its Peportsand 
ef testin exhabibte ort was 
a shockin: ecane 2p; ferce therein ese sed MOG 
only fei Uppers Lhe nelusions, it Peequertly com 
tradicted Im one critical area after another, The most conserva 
ive asse has could be logically mades even after a preliminary 

2 4 er Said 

clus: a notable lack of 
suppor ae: nce oS 3 2 contrary evicence 
presented in the vollumes and elsaevhere. 

There waSs aid is, however, extromely sbrong evidence 
that Ts conclusions are as erronsous 1cdg vere 
and that President Kemmedy was assassin Ls 

VECyT © , 

When the full s Sy nenbous ey is recorded in ow 
nation NS history T believe a important and Shameful part of that 
sa ; wild be the almost total failure of tae eaorage Lean Les redia 
to deive Sooner amo the facts; to perform augy with 

=o “they srould have felt charged and of ie the Se are clearly 
C207D12 6 

Instead, for far too longs they hive chosen, almost maninmouslys 
to hail the Co muissionts findings, and to ignore or attack those who 
attempted to point cub that the Beoeror was nolrede 

CBS, because of its abilities, prestige s and influences and because 
at is about to present a lenzth pro ogra which » si better or worse, will 
become part of tha. hisbary of this cases, bears eavy responsiblintye 
Since you personally. ha ‘cen in Merge of he Hepat tion of this 

T. project, a parbioartlariy 

The program can 
the important questi 
question of the uid 
vatelly in 
to a Elevelity cons 
the Gommission's shat 

UX? 

a. 

y Pb 

According to th 
tine (pubs, Leryers! 

~ a 

your shoulders, ERG ponsibility falls uy 

ther be an honest Searchine examination of all 

ons surrounding the assassination - See the 

entified men behind the wall -e and thus serve SS Fa} aD 
~ 

important way the cguse of truth and sus tees or ‘ib can anon 
tcled propaganda job, intended only to patch together 
tered conclusions. It carmcot be botho 

e "Lea Dictionary With Pronunciation", by James Ballen= 
Cooperatives Rohe NoYes 1958), the following defie 

rition is given for"accessary after the Facts 

A person who; knowing a felony to have been committed, 
receives, relieves, comforts, or assists. the 

or in any 
fTeions 

manner aids him to escape arreste 

Since I am not 

egally apply to tho 
honest program on the assassination, whith 
the guilty parties to escape purishrent. 
to think it would not 

a laevyer, I do not know if this definition would 
se enerine iy engaged in the preparation of a dise 

Roe o e in any mamer aids » ». # 
4s a layran, I am indlined 

b apDolive



Ee cme 1 has ve Ho douot thet. ited 

~, he Fe 4) argent « : all persons in positions ef authority who pert 
sw 4 = 7 * peng Mao) oct a ns: | Jee ye ~ Ba grat B® ote ieee x au be Aare morally guilty by posterity. 

ae See rete ae] teem ae Ah > 2 ie aye G) BG ine responsibility is yours, the choice is yours3 end so, in lerge 
¢ me es2 Pein ~ Pin Eon PeAg aaah S luce = ny 5 MBQSUPEs the cred =» or culpability «= will be yours. Y 

mn, oe ea ee a Pt Li enclostres’ photos: Display #2, Disp 
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Richard Salant 

Willian Paley 
oe Richter 

wat ont: 

Wale e Gx eas be 

ry i py Sy 30, ° Judge How, Ae Haggerty 
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Diste Atty. Jim Garrison


